
 



ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION 

 

The Caputo Family Association was established in October 2008 to unite in its 
membership descendants of Conrad Caputo in particular and the Holy Roman 
Empire. It works for the Defense of International Nobility. It also includes a 
number of honorary members. 

The Caputo Family Association is dedicated to collecting, preserving, and 
promulgating the best traditions, the history, the culture and the heritage of the 
Caputo family and the whole Holy Roman Empire. 

The Caputo Family Association recognizes that the ultimate recipients of its efforts 
are the youth for whom this preserved heritage will enrich the present and inform 
the future.  

The Caputo Family Association through the Caputo Children`s Fund is dedicated to 
providing humanitarian assistance and disaster relief worldwide without regard to 
race, religion or national origin. Founded by Salvatore Ferdinando Antonio Caputo 
for the specific purpose of providing an independent vehicle through which focused 
international and domestic humanitarian assistance and medical relief programs 
could be organized. 

The Caputo Family Association sponsors Caputo Children´s Fund 
http://www.caputo-children-fund.org/. Under Caputo Children´s Fund, through 
schools, orphanages and church-related programs, we touch the lives of children in 
Central America. More than 75,000 street children have been identified as severely 
malnourished in Guatemala. This is as a result of ongoing poverty, which 
particularly affects children living in rural areas. We also provide assistance to 
other charitable groups in these regions. 

The Caputo Family Association exists to build friendship between its members, 
educate the public, further the spiritual life and growth of each member, to pursue 
philanthropic and charitable works, and to promote a Code of Nobility in mind and 
action. While the Association may from time to time rally its membership around a 
common charitable effort of the Caputo Children`s Fund, it places its primary focus 
at the local level. 

Major support capital for our worldwide works are raised through our financial 
benefactors, we return this kindness by conferring a Laurus Nobilis Award of the 
Caputo Family Association.  
  

Noble Dynasty The Caputo Family Association is a non-profit organization 
dependent on the financial support of individuals and organizations which support 
our mission and values.  It is our intention and privilege to publicly recognize and 
honor those individuals who have given significantly to the Association.  



Recognizing that good works are carried out daily by individuals of all walks of life, 
and in order to foster charitable works, the Association honors members of the 
general public who render exceptional service to worthy causes, through the 
granting of the “Laurus Nobilis Award”. 
 
Your personal involvement as a Member will provide opportunities, in charity and 
fraternity, in the assistance of the street children and world hungry children; to 
your communities; and to the less fortunate in our midst. 
  

You, as a member, will promote a cosmopolitan society in which differences will be 
respected, welcomed and appreciated. Each one of us strives to make a difference 
in the betterment of all humanity through kindness, care and noble virtues. 

 
INTERNATIONAL AWARDS 

  

Laurus Nobilis Awards are bestowed in return for selfless generosity and support 
because these gifts are doing something positive and worthwhile to support our 
humanitarian work worldwide. However, not every person who offers a gift or 
contribution can or will be honored. 

Major support capital for our worldwide works are raised through our financial 
benefactors, we return this kindness by conferring a Laurus Nobilis Award of the 
Caputo Family Association. Our Council may recommend to our Association, 
people who have performed great service in support and shares our philanthropic 
works. 

Awards and honors are given to people in recognition of service, achievement, 
excellence, good deeds, or for other reasons. 

The Caputo Family Association gives annual awards for outstanding work for the 
help given for Christian Sponsorship in third world countries, to institute the 
feeding of the poor and outstanding work to helping all in need. Be it education, to 
promote the work in Orphanages or helping supply clothing and food or medicine 
for people in countries that are in need.  

It is the belief of the members of the Caputo Family Association that all sponsors,  
"members or associates" should be substantially rewarded for  work done around 
the world in the name of the Association for humanitarian activities. 

Recognizing that good works are carried out daily by individuals of all walks of life, 
and in order to foster charitable works, the Association honors members of the 
general public who render exceptional service to worthy causes, through the 
granting of the “Laurus Nobilis Award" of the Organization, which is awarded 
in one of three grades:    

 



 

Distinguished Member
humanitarian assistance to any 
field of commerce, art, etc.). 

  

  

Very Distinguished Member
demonstrated charitable contribution to an orphanage, elderly 
people, charitable house, etc. over a period of time or in 
substantial amount).

  

  

  

The Most Distinguished Member
awarded to a person who has
Family Association.

 

  

These awards come as a certificate only and the 
may be displayed by the holder on his website or wherever he thinks fit.

The Laurel Wreath 

a. In ancient Greece, victorious athletes during the Olympics, which are held to this 
day, were crowned with a wreath made of laurel leaves. The Laurel Tree has 
associations with the Sun God, Apollo, and the tree is known as well for its 
medicinal virtues. While athletes are no longer given laurel wreathes, the laurel 
crown is identified with achieving victory, success, and excellence. Writers and 
poets who were given awards for their work were called Poet Laurettes, and still are 
to this day!  In ancient tim
in addition to crowns of gold and a laurel wreath was awarded to a victor in battle 
or to those who excelled in their chosen field. Often used in the plural.

 

 

Distinguished Member (A Person having contributed 
humanitarian assistance to any country and or contributed in 
field of commerce, art, etc.).  

Very Distinguished Member (Those who 
demonstrated charitable contribution to an orphanage, elderly 
people, charitable house, etc. over a period of time or in 
substantial amount). 

The Most Distinguished Member:  This highest Award, 
awarded to a person who has assisted monetarily to the Caputo 
Family Association. 

These awards come as a certificate only and the respective Laurus Nobilis Award 
may be displayed by the holder on his website or wherever he thinks fit.

In ancient Greece, victorious athletes during the Olympics, which are held to this 
day, were crowned with a wreath made of laurel leaves. The Laurel Tree has 
associations with the Sun God, Apollo, and the tree is known as well for its 

hile athletes are no longer given laurel wreathes, the laurel 
crown is identified with achieving victory, success, and excellence. Writers and 
poets who were given awards for their work were called Poet Laurettes, and still are 

In ancient times, laurel crowns were a sign of victory. Kings wore them 
in addition to crowns of gold and a laurel wreath was awarded to a victor in battle 
or to those who excelled in their chosen field. Often used in the plural.

Person having contributed 
country and or contributed in 

(Those who have 
demonstrated charitable contribution to an orphanage, elderly 
people, charitable house, etc. over a period of time or in 

This highest Award, 
assisted monetarily to the Caputo 

respective Laurus Nobilis Award 
may be displayed by the holder on his website or wherever he thinks fit. 

In ancient Greece, victorious athletes during the Olympics, which are held to this 
day, were crowned with a wreath made of laurel leaves. The Laurel Tree has 
associations with the Sun God, Apollo, and the tree is known as well for its 

hile athletes are no longer given laurel wreathes, the laurel 
crown is identified with achieving victory, success, and excellence. Writers and 
poets who were given awards for their work were called Poet Laurettes, and still are 

es, laurel crowns were a sign of victory. Kings wore them 
in addition to crowns of gold and a laurel wreath was awarded to a victor in battle 
or to those who excelled in their chosen field. Often used in the plural. 



THE CAPUTO FAMILY ASSOCIATION MEDALS OF MERIT

  

THE CAPUTO FAMILY ASSOCIATION MEDALS OF MERIT
 

THE CAPUTO FAMILY ASSOCIATION
recognizes service and individual contribution to its 
aims and activities, but also to such causes that are of 
the same spirit as that of the Association. 

The Black Falcon Medal is designed to meet all 
those who contribute to efforts for Progress, for the 
Well-being, Culture, and the Understanding of 
International Solidarity and Augme
success of the projects of the Caputo Family 
Association. 

Medals:  2 inc. Antique Bronze with Bold stars and a 

proud laurel wreath combine to a striking design that 

brings out the strength and vitality 

comes with three colored ribbon.  

Color red: Military strength and magnanimity
Color white: Peace and sincerity 
Color Blue:  Truth and loyalty 

 

The Prince of Antioch Medal

honor, bestowed to individuals who have 

contributed significantly to the Cultural, 

Humanitarian, Monetary and Historical 

promulgation of the Caputo Family Association 

or to causes of the same spirit from around the 

world.  

Medals:  2 inc. Antique Gold with Bold stars and a proud 
laurel wreath combine to a striking design that brings out 
the strength and vitality in the logo. It comes with one 
colored ribbon.  

Color Gold: Generosity. Evokes the feeling of prestige. The 
meaning of gold is illumination, wisdom, and wealth. Gold 
often symbolizes high quality. 

  

THE CAPUTO FAMILY ASSOCIATION MEDALS OF MERIT  

THE CAPUTO FAMILY ASSOCIATION 
recognizes service and individual contribution to its 
aims and activities, but also to such causes that are of 
the same spirit as that of the Association.  

is designed to meet all 
those who contribute to efforts for Progress, for the 

being, Culture, and the Understanding of 
International Solidarity and Augment and for the 
success of the projects of the Caputo Family 

. Antique Bronze with Bold stars and a 

proud laurel wreath combine to a striking design that 

brings out the strength and vitality in the logo. It 

Color red: Military strength and magnanimity 

The Prince of Antioch Medal is the highest 

honor, bestowed to individuals who have 

contributed significantly to the Cultural, 

Humanitarian, Monetary and Historical 

promulgation of the Caputo Family Association 

of the same spirit from around the 

. Antique Gold with Bold stars and a proud 
laurel wreath combine to a striking design that brings out 
the strength and vitality in the logo. It comes with one 

. Evokes the feeling of prestige. The 
meaning of gold is illumination, wisdom, and wealth. Gold 



 

Delegates

Delegates
the Caputo Family Association conducts their foreign 
affairs. Delegates may be Full Members or Associate 
Members in good standing. It comes with a standard 7/8" 
x 30" Neck two colored Ribbons.

Medals
Maltese Cross

Color Blue:

Color Gold:
quality.

 

These awards come with a meda
pay all necessary fees for the insignia, certificate and shipping and handling costs.

  

*Maltese Cross meaning:
"V"-shaped arms joined together at their tips, so that each arm has two points .The 
Maltese Cross - it is universally agreed that the four arms of the Cross stand for the 
four Cardinal Virtues - namely; prudence, temperance, justice and fortitude.

The eight points are said to symbolize the eight points of courag

• Loyalty 

• Piety 

• Generosity 

• Bravery 

• Glory and honor 

• Contempt of death
• Helpfulness towards the poor and the sic
• Respect for the church

  

 

  

Delegates of Caputo Family Association Medal

Delegates are the official representatives through which 
the Caputo Family Association conducts their foreign 
affairs. Delegates may be Full Members or Associate 
Members in good standing. It comes with a standard 7/8" 
x 30" Neck two colored Ribbons. 

Medals: 2 inc. Antique Gold with  a proud laurel surrounding a Gold 
Maltese Cross* that encircle the  Prince of Antioch Logo. 

Color Blue:  Truth and Loyalty 

Color Gold:  Evokes the feeling of prestige and symbolizes high 
quality. 

  

These awards come with a medal and a certificate. The awardees are expected to 
pay all necessary fees for the insignia, certificate and shipping and handling costs.

*Maltese Cross meaning: The cross is eight-pointed and has the form of four 
joined together at their tips, so that each arm has two points .The 

it is universally agreed that the four arms of the Cross stand for the 
namely; prudence, temperance, justice and fortitude.

d to symbolize the eight points of courage 

 

h 

Helpfulness towards the poor and the sick 

Respect for the church 

 

of Caputo Family Association Medal  

are the official representatives through which 
the Caputo Family Association conducts their foreign 
affairs. Delegates may be Full Members or Associate 
Members in good standing. It comes with a standard 7/8" 

a proud laurel surrounding a Gold 
Prince of Antioch Logo.  

Evokes the feeling of prestige and symbolizes high 

l and a certificate. The awardees are expected to 
pay all necessary fees for the insignia, certificate and shipping and handling costs. 

pointed and has the form of four 
joined together at their tips, so that each arm has two points .The 

it is universally agreed that the four arms of the Cross stand for the 
namely; prudence, temperance, justice and fortitude. 

 



WHO MAY MAKE A NOMINATION 

Any person or persons may make a nomination by completing a nomination form 
and forwarding it to the Caputo Family Association 

Honors are given to people from all walks of life and all sections of society who 
have made a difference to their community. 
  
The number of honors available is strictly limited and therefore, however valuable 
their service, not everyone can receive recognition. It is important to realize that an 
honor will not automatically follow a submission. The type and level of award need 
not be stated.  

There are no deadlines for the receipt of nomination forms. Nominations should be 
made while the nominee is still active and, if possible, at least 6 months before 
he/she is expected to retire or stand down. 

If, after 6 months, your nominee has not been successful you may assume the 
nomination has lapsed. 

You may send additional information to support the nomination at any time, and 
we will ensure that this is considered with the existing papers. The Caputo Family 
Association should also be advised if there has been any important change to the 
information supplied on the nomination form, such as the home address of the 
nominee. 

Illustrious Members of the Organization 

Illustrious People of the Association being of the same kind, group, occupation, society, or 
locality; having in common certain characteristics or interests in dedicated to collecting, 
preserving, and promulgating the best traditions, the history, the culture and the heritage 
of the Caputo family and the whole Holy Roman Empire. 

Honorary Members are individuals that advise and support the goals of the Association. 
Royal Families and or recognized individuals who have attained acknowledged eminence 
related to monarchy, nobility and Chivalric Orders research, design, or construction. These 
individuals are men and women of character and dedication who have been deemed 
worthy of special acknowledgment. Historians, Heralds and Genealogists are categorized 
as Illustrious people of this Association. 

In determining prospective Honorary Members, the Advisors consider the following 
elements: society leadership, membership, service, tenure, personal character, and life-
long accomplishments. 

Each year, a number of new Honorary Members will be nominated, elected and inducted.  
Suggestions are welcome, although the Advisor Council chooses the Honorary Members 
for this honor. 
  



DETAILS OF PERSON MAKING THE NOMINATION 
 

My name and address: 

 

Name: 
(Incl. Title e.g. Mr, Mrs, Miss, Ms, Dr, Rev etc) 

 

Forenames: 

 

Address: 
This address will be used for an acknowledgement and any future correspondence. 

 

No and Street: 
 

Village: 

 

Town 

 

County:       Post Code: 

 

Telephone no:    Facsimile no/E-mail address 
(Incl. area code) 

 

Relationship to nominee: 
Please state your relationship to the nominee (e.g. son, wife, colleague, friend). 

 

Signature: 

 

Date: 
Please send this form and any enclosures to: 

 

 

NOBLE DYNASTY 

The Caputo Family Association 
13 Ave. “A” 15-73, Zona 11, Col. Loma Linda 

Guatemala City - Guatemala C.A. 
Tel/Fax no: (502) 2473-0770 

Email: noble.dynasty@gmail.com  

 

 
 

FOR SECRETARIAT USE ONLY: 

 

Date form received: 

Reference number: 

Date acknowledged: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SAMPLE DIPLOMAS 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
Black Falcon Medal Award 

Prince of Antioch Medal Award 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


